
Program Note

The musical life of John Cage is amply documented. His Beethoven-
sized catalog stands on its own as testament to a fertile mind. 
Manifold volumes of criticism, encomiums, books, interviews and 
his literary output amplify his musical influence.

His interest in mycology is well known but there are few accounts 
of his work in this field. We have his own words scattered 
throughout his writings and a few articles by friends and 
associates.

As a dedicated chowhound he was always foraging. And while he 
brought a valedictory mind to his mycological pursuits, he 
remained the brilliant student but did not add to the scientific 
mycological literature.

The myco-legacy that does remain is embodied in the lore of the 
New York Mycological Society, which arose from a course in 
mushroom identification that he taught at the New School for 
Social Research in the fall of 1962. The Society was founded as a 
solution to a problem facing him: the management of mushroom walks 
and lectures required manpower that he alone could not provide.

Some time after the founding (actually the re-re-founding: the 
Society had two previous incarnations, at the turn of the 1900s 
and again in the 1930s) Cage returned from a tour to find the club 
in a kerfuffle. He wrote a letter to the membership reminding 
everyone of the basic tenets of the founding members: there were 
to be significant dues to encourage only serious students of 
mycology, a schedule of walks in season and lectures in the winter 
with a banquet to celebrate the season's harvest. There would be 
only a minimal administration, relieving the group of a focal 
point where ceaseless bickering might arise.

After all, this anarchic structure is completely symmetrical with 
mushroom hunt itself; we meet and then we disperse into the woods, 
each on our own individual search. Some people disappear showing 
up at the meeting for the next walk. Or perhaps to reappear at 
lunch when we hold an al fresco mushroom ID. 

Over five decades the Society has maintained this loosely 
structured model. Member-volunteers undertake the tasks of 
scheduling and communication. Business meetings are held to a 
strict minimum. Just as Cage thought it could be.



Tonight we hope the audience will enjoy the sights and sounds of 
the mushroom hunt, Cage's and other NYMS members' stories culled 
and perhaps burnished in time. You will hear and see an eclectic 
mix of eccentric New Yorkers. There is Gwen Fabricant's account of 
her summer in Cage's Stony Point house which led her, as it did 
Cage himself, to explore the fungal flora outside the door. 
Laurette Reisman née Shapiro, one of the members of that New 
School class, tells us about those beginning days. Gary Lincoff, 
Howard Goldstein, Ralph Cox and others will figure into tonight's 
presentation. Many of our more recent members are also making 
contributions tonight in sound and in film. And, after all, what 
would be the fun in a gathering of mushroomers without a good tale 
or two of mushroom poisoning (survived)! 

Laurette Reisman told me of the afternoon walk when John, citing 
an ever-increasing professional workload, announced that he would 
be leaving the group. The Society continued it's activities, at 
times taking a greater culinary tilt, at other times a more 
scientific attitude was ascendent. But since that dividing day 
both Cage and the Society continued the hunt.

As his music copyist for many years, I could see that mushrooms 
were always around John. For example, touring in Pittsburgh, he 
visited a local park where he happened upon a large fruiting of 
Oysters, I believe. The bounty was prepared as an hors d'ouevre 
for the post-concert reception, the mark of a generous man sharing 
his enthusiasms.

In the summer of 1975 we were busy preparing his Bi-Centenial 
Commission, Apartment House 1776. He visited Albany, N.Y. where I 
lived at that time, where we worked our way through a damp, rainy 
August workweek. On Saturday the sun reappeared and so at my 
doorstep did John. He said that we should not work today but  
could we instead go someplace where large trees and unmowed lawns 
might be found? I knew just the place, Albany Rural Cemetery. We 
drove and walked its hundreds of acres, picking mushrooms as we 
went. After several hours his large basket was filled with 
edibles, and not just the familiar ones, but Laccarias, 
Hygrophorus and Lactarius among others. Back at my apartment John 
then cooked the specimens each in their own preparation. We 
feasted on the afternoon's proceeds washed down with a good jug of 
Montepulciano.

From stories like these we see that Cage's mushroom legacy lives 
on. We hope you take joy in the delight we all share.

-Paul Sadowski


